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Successful Meeting!

Thank you to the local organizers
Chuck Boeheim
Joanne Button

and to all of the speakers for their contributions.
The Statler is a very nice meeting venue.

The meeting contained most of the ongoing HEPiX tracks
No really dominating track
Still a strong interest on virtualization/clouds and storage. 

We had 59 attendees, from 12 countries and 24 different sites.



Meeting Attendance



Lustre Consortium

With Oracle’s spring announcement for their planned Lustre support only on 
Solaris, not Linux, and only on Oracle-qualified vendor/hardware 
platforms, non-profit organizations in North America and Europe are 
forming to address installations outside of Oracle’s support model

Lustre sites are encouraged to participate in the appropriate consortium, and 
participate in the upcoming meeting at SuperComputing if attending.

We will set up a mailing list for interested members.

HEPiX points of contact
– GSI – Walter Schoen

– Fermilab – Matt Crawford



IPv6

With the shortage of IPv4 available addresses, and mandates for some 
sites to migrate to IPv6, HEPiX will set up an IPv6  discussion group.

We will likely form an IPv6 working group as well. This will certainly be 
a focus topic before and during the next meeting.

– Analysis of applications, security, available tools

– Setup of distributed testbed

– Timetable for upgrades, implementation, deployment

– Include an effort/resource requirements analysis

HEPiX point of contact is David Kelsey from RAL.



Upcoming Meetings

Spring 2011 planned for

GSI May 2-6, organizer Walter Schoen

– Continue ongoing HEPiX tracks

• Focus/update on Lustre and IPv6

– Possible LCG workshop immediately after HEPiX

• Who may attend a meeting on Friday afternoon and Saturday

Fall 2011: HEPiX 20th anniversary

planned for TRIUMF, organizer Steve McDonald

– To be confirmed after approval of TRIUMF directors



Thanks again…

• To the local organizers for running a smooth 
meeting, including EVO

• To the session organizers and chairs

• To the speakers for interesting talks

• To all of you for your participation and 
attendance

Have a nice trip back, and see you at GSI in the spring!


